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Abstract
Most theoretical frameworks that focus on data errors and inconsistencies follow logic-based reasoning.
Yet, practical data cleaning tools need to incorporate statistical reasoning to be effective in real-world
data cleaning tasks. Motivated by empirical successes, we propose a formal framework for unclean
databases, where two types of statistical knowledge are incorporated: The first represents a belief of
how intended (clean) data is generated, and the second represents a belief of how noise is introduced
in the actual observed database. To capture this noisy channel model, we introduce the concept
of a Probabilistic Unclean Database (PUD), a triple that consists of a probabilistic database that
we call the intention, a probabilistic data transformator that we call the realization and captures
how noise is introduced, and an observed unclean database that we call the observation. We define
three computational problems in the PUD framework: cleaning (infer the most probable intended
database, given a PUD), probabilistic query answering (compute the probability of an answer tuple
over the unclean observed database), and learning (estimate the most likely intention and realization
models of a PUD, given examples as training data). We illustrate the PUD framework on concrete
representations of the intention and realization, show that they generalize traditional concepts
of repairs such as cardinality and value repairs, draw connections to consistent query answering,
and prove tractability results. We further show that parameters can be learned in some practical
instantiations, and in fact, prove that under certain conditions we can learn a PUD directly from a
single dirty database without any need for clean examples.
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3:2 A Formal Framework for Probabilistic Unclean Databases
1 Introduction
Managing errors and inconsistency in databases is traditionally viewed as a challenge of a
logical nature. It is typical that errors in a database are defined with respect to integrity
constraints that capture normative aspects of downstream applications. The aim of integrity
constraints is to guarantee the consistency of data used by these applications. Typically,
an unclean database is defined as a database J that violates the underlying set of integrity
constraints. In turn, a repair of a database J is a clean database I wherein all integrity
constraints hold, and is obtained from J by a set of operations (e.g., deletions of tuples or
updates of tuple values) that feature some form of non-redundancy [2, 4].
Various computational problems around unclean databases have been investigated in
prior work [4,28,29,32]. Past theoretical research has established fundamental results that
concentrate on tractability boundaries for repair-checking and consistent query answering [2,
15,26]. In their majority, these works adopt a deterministic interpretation of data repairs
and cast all repairs equally likely. These theoretical developments have inspired practical
tools that aim to automate data cleaning [7,12,20,42,43]. The majority of proposed methods
assume as input a set of integrity constraints and use those to identify possible repairs via
search-based procedures. To prioritize across possible repairs during search, the proposed
methods rely on the notion of minimality [11,23,30]. Informally, minimality states that given
two candidate sets of repairs, the one with fewer changes with respect to the original database
is preferable. The use of minimality as an operational principle to find data repairs is a
practical artifact that is used to limit the search space. These approaches to data cleaning
suffer from two major drawbacks: First, they do not permit concrete statements about the
“likelihood” of possible repairs. Consequently, they categorize query answers to a limited set
of validity labels (e.g., certain, possible, and impossible); these labels might be unsuitable for
downstream applications. Second, combinatorial principles such as minimality, while desired,
do not entail the richness of the arguments and evidences (e.g., statistical features of data)
that are needed to reason about and generate correct repairs.
Effective data cleaning needs to incorporate statistical reasoning. Our recent work on
HoloClean [34] casts data repairing as a statistical learning and inference problem and reasons
about a most probable repair instead of a minimal repair. Our study shows that HoloClean
obtains more accurate data cleaning results than competing minimality-based data cleaning
tools for a diverse array of real-world data cleaning scenarios [34]. HoloClean uses training
data to learn a probabilistic model for how clean data is generated and how data errors are
injected. HoloClean’s model follows the noisy channel model [22], the de-facto probabilistic
framework used in natural language tasks, such as spell checking and speech recognition, to
reason about noisy data. To the best of our knowledge, existing theoretical frameworks for
data cleaning do not capture this type of probabilistic reasoning.
Goals We aim to establish a formal framework for probabilistic unclean databases (PUD)
that adopts a statistical view of database cleaning. We do so by following the aforementioned
noisy channel paradigm of HoloClean. Within the PUD framework, we formalize fundamental
computational problems: cleaning, query answering, and learning. With that, we aim to draw
connections between theoretical database research and important aspects of practical systems.
In particular, our goal is to open the way for analyses and algorithms with theoretical
guarantees for such systems. We argue that our framework is basic enough to allow for
nontrivial theoretical advances, as illustrated by our preliminary results that (a) draw
connections to traditional deterministic concepts, and (b) devise algorithms for special cases.
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Probabilistic unclean databases We view an unclean database as if a clean database I had
been “distorted” via a noisy channel into a dirty database J ; we aim to establish a model
of this channel. Given the observed unclean database J , we seek the true database I from
which J is produced. This model adopts Bayesian inference: out of all possible I, we seek the
one for which the probability, given J , is highest. Following Bayes’ rule, our objective is to
find arg maxI Pr(I) · Pr(J |I). This objective decomposes in two parts: (1) the prior model
for a clean database captured by Pr(I), and (2) the channel or error model characterized
by Pr(J |I). To capture that, we define a Probabilistic Unclean Database (PUD) as a triple
(I,R, J?) where: (1) I, referred to as the intention model, is a distribution that produces
intended clean databases; (2) R, referred to as the realization model, is a function that maps
each clean database I to a distribution RI that defines how noise is introduced into I; and
(3) J? is an observed unclean database. The distribution I defines the prior Pr(I) over clean
databases, while the distribution RI defines the aforementioned noisy channel Pr(J |I).
Computational problems We define and study three computational problems in the PUD
framework: (1) data cleaning, where given a PUD (I,R, J), we seek to compute a database
I that maximizes the probability I(I) ×RI(J); (2) probabilistic query answering, that is,
the problem of evaluating a query Q over a PUD following the traditional possible tuple
semantics [13, 39]; and (3) learning a PUD, where we consider parametric representations IΞ
and RΘ of the intention and realization models, and seek to estimate the parameter vectors
Ξ∗ and Θ∗ that maximize the likelihood of training data.
Preliminary analysis PUDs allow for different instantiations of the intention and realization
models. To establish preliminary complexity and convergence results, we focus on specific
instantiations of the intention and realization models. We study intention models that can
describe the distribution of tuple values as well as both soft and hard integrity constraints.
We also focus on simple noise models. We study (1) realizations that introduce new tuples,
hence, the clean database is a subset of the observed unclean database, and (2) realizations
that update table cells, hence, the clean database is obtained via value repairs over the
observed unclean database.
We present PUD instantiations for which solving the data cleaning problem has polynomial-
time complexity. For instance, we show that in the presence of only one key constraint,
soft or hard, data cleaning in PUDs can be solved in polynomial time. This result extends
results for deterministic repairs that focus on hard integrity constraints to weak (soft) key
constraints (e.g., two people are unlikely to, but might, have the same first and last name).
Here, the most probable repair under the PUD framework may violate weak key constraints.
We also draw connections between data cleaning in the PUD framework and minimal repairs.
We identify conditions under which data cleaning in the PUD framework is equivalent to
cardinality repairs [32] and optimal V-repairs [23]. For PUD learning, we consider both
supervised and unsupervised learning. In the former case, we are given intension-realization
pairs, and in the former, we are given only realizations (i.e., dirty databases). Our results
discuss convexity and gradient computation for the optimization problem underlying the
learning problem.
Our PUD model can be viewed as a generalization of the approach of Gribkoff et al. [19],
who view the dirty database as a tuple-independent probabilistic database [13], and seek the
most-probable database that satisfies a set of underlying integrity constraints (e.g., functional
dependencies). In contrast, our modeling allows for arbitrary distributions over the intention,
including ones with weak constraints that we discuss later on. Interestingly, our PUD model
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goes in the reverse direction of the operational approach of Calautti et al. [10], who view
the dirty database as a deterministic object and its cleaning (rather than the error) as a
probabilistic process (namely a Markov chain of repairing operations).
Vision This paper falls within the bigger vision of bridging database theory with learning
theory as outlined in a recent position article [1]. We aim to draw connections between the
rich theory on inconsistency management by the database community, and fundamentals of
statistical learning theory with emphasis on structured prediction [5]. Structured prediction
typically focuses on problems where, given a collection of observations, one seeks to predict
the most likely assignment of values to structured objects. In most practical structured
prediction problems, structure is encoded via logic-based constraints [18] in a way similar to
how consistency is enforced in data cleaning. It is our hope that this paper will commence a
line of work towards theoretical developments that take the benefit of both worlds, and will
lead to new techniques that are both practical and rooted in strong foundations.
Organization We begin with preliminary definitions in Section 2. In Section 3 we present
the concept of PUDs. We present the three fundamental computational problems in Section 4,
and describe preliminary results in Sections 5 and 6. We conclude with a discussion in
Section 7. For space limitations, all proofs are in the Appendix of our paper.
2 Preliminaries
We first introduce concepts, definitions and notation that we need throughout the paper.
Schemas and databases A relation signature is a sequence α = (A1, . . . , Ak) of distinct
attributes Ai, where k is the arity of α. A (relational) schema S has a finite set of relation
symbols, and it associates each relation symbol R with a signature that we denote by sigS(R),
or just sig(R) if S is clear from the context. We assume an infinite domain Const of constants.
Let S be a schema, and let R be a relation symbol of S. A tuple t over R is a sequence
(c1, . . . , ck) of constants, where k is the arity of sig(R). If t = (c1, . . . , ck) is a tuple over R
and sig(R) = (A1, . . . , Ak), then we refer to the value cj as t.Aj (where j = 1, . . . , k). We
denote by tuples(R) the set of all tuples over R.
In our databases, tuples have unique record identifiers. Formally, a table r over R is
associated with a finite set ids(r) of identifiers, and it maps each identifier i to a tuple r[i]
over R. A database I over S consists of a table RI over each relation symbol R of S, such
that no two occurrences of tuples have the same identifier; that is, if R1 and R2 are distinct
relation symbols in S, then ids(RI1) and ids(RI2) are disjoint sets. We denote by ids(I) the
union of the sets ids(RI) over all relation symbols R of S. If i ∈ ids(RI), then we may refer
to the tuple RI [i] simply as I[i].
A cell of a database I is a pair (i, A), where i ∈ ids(RI) for a relation symbol R, and A
is an attribute inside sig(R). We denote the cell (i, A) also by i.A, and we denote by cells(I)
the set of all cells of I.
Let I and J be databases over the same schema S. We say that I is a subset of J if I can
be obtained from J by deleting tuples, that is, ids(RI) ⊆ ids(RJ ) for all relation symbols R
of S (hence, ids(I) ⊆ ids(J)) and I[i] = J [i] for all i ∈ ids(I). We say that I is an update of
J if I can be obtained from J by changing attribute values, that is, ids(RJ) = ids(RI) for
all relation symbols R of S.
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A query Q over a schema S is associated with fixed arity, and it maps every database D
over S into a finite set Q(D) of tuples of constants over the fixed arity.
Integrity constraints Various types of logical conditions are used for declaring integrity
constraints, including Functional Dependencies (FDs), conditional FDs [7], Denial Constraints
(DCs) [17], referential constraints [14], and so on. In this paper, by integrity constraint over
a schema S we refer to a general expression ϕ of the form ∀x1, . . . , xm[γ(x1, . . . , xm)], where
γ(x1, . . . , xm) is a safe expression in Tuple Relational Calculus (TRC) over S. For example,
an FD R : A→ B is expressed here as the integrity constraint
∀x, y [(x ∈ Ry ∈ R)→ (x.A = y.A→ x.B = y.B)] .
A violation of ϕ = ∀x1, . . . , xm[γ(x1, . . . , xm)] in the database I is a sequence i1, . . . , im of
tuple identifiers in ids(I) such that I violates γ(I[i1], . . . , I[im]), and we denote by V (ϕ, I)
the set of violations of ϕ in I. We say that I satisfies ϕ if I has no violations of ϕ, that
is, V (ϕ, I) is empty. Finally, I satisfies a set Φ of integrity constraints if I satisfies every
integrity constraint ϕ in Φ.
Minimum repairs Traditionally, database repairs are defined over inconsistent databases,
where inconsistencies are manifested as violations of integrity constraints. A repair is a
consistent database that is obtained from the inconsistent one by applying a minimal change,
and we recall two types of repairs: subset (obtained by deleting tuples) and update (obtained
by changing values). Moreover, the repairing operations may be weighted by tuple weights
(in the first case) and cell weights (in the second case).
Formally, let S be a schema, Φ a set of integrity constraints over S, and J a database
that does not necessarily satisfy Φ. A consistent subset (resp., consistent update) of J is a
subset (resp., update) I of J such that I satisfies Φ. A minimum subset repair of J w.r.t. a
weight function w : ids(J) → [0,∞) is a consistent subset I of J that minimizes the sum∑
i∈ids(J)\ids(I) w(i). As a special case, a cardinality repair of J is a minimum subset repair
w.r.t. a constant weight (e.g., w(i) = 1), that is, a consistent subset with a maximal number of
tuples. A minimum update repair of J w.r.t. a weight function w : cells(J)× Const→ [0,∞)
is a consistent update I of J that minimizes the sum
∑
i.A∈cells(I) w(i.A, I[i].A).
Probabilistic databases A probabilisitic database is a probability distribution over ordinary
databases. As a representation system, our model is a generalization of the Tuple-Independent
probabilistic Database (TID) wherein each tuple might either exist (with an associated
probability) or not [13, 39]. In our model, each tuple comes from a general probability
distribution over tuples (where inexistence is one of the options). This allows us to incorporate
beliefs about the likelihood of tuples and cell values.
We now give the formal definition. Let S be a schema. A generalized TID is a database
K that is defined similarly to an ordinary database over S, except that instead of a tuple,
the entry RK[i] is a discrete probability distribution over the set tuples(R) ∪ {⊥}, where
the special value ⊥ denotes that no tuple is generated. Hence, for every tuple t over R,
the probability that RK[i] produces t is given by RK[i](t), or just K[i](t); moreover, the
number K[i](⊥) is the probability that no tuple is generated for the identifier i. Therefore,
K defines a probability distribution over databases I over S such that ids(I) ⊆ ids(K) and
the probability K(I) of a database I is defined as follows:
K(I) def=
∏
i∈ids(I)
K[i](I[i]) ×
∏
i∈ids(K)\ids(I)
K[i](⊥)
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Table 1 Main symbols used in the framework.
S A schema.
U A PUD (I,R, J?).
I An intention model (probabilistic database).
R A realization model, maps every I into a probabilistic database RI .
J? An observed unclean database.
R◦I Distribution over pairs (I, J) given by R◦I (I, J) = I(I) · RI(J).
U? A probabilistic database given by U?(I ′) = Pr(I,J)∼R◦I(I = I ′ | J = J?).
(D, τ, J?) A parfactor/subset PUD.
(D, κ, J?) A parfactor/update PUD.
D A parfactor database (K,Φ, w) with w : Φ→ (0,∞).
K A generalized tuple-independent database (generalized TID).
Φ A set of integrity constraints ϕ.
τ Maps i ∈ ids(RD) to a discrete distribution τ [i] over tuples(R) ∪ {⊥}.
κ Maps (i, t) ∈ ids(RD)× tuples(R) to a discrete distribution κ[i, t] over tuples(R).
We incorporate weak integrity constraints by adopting the standard concept of parametric
factors (or parfactors for short), which has been used in the soft keys of Jha et al. [21] and
the PrDB model of Sen et al. [37], and which can be viewed as a special case of the Markov
Logic Network (MLN) [35]. Under this concept, each constraint ϕ is associated with a weight
w(ϕ) > 0 and each violation of ϕ contributes a factor of exp(−w(ϕ)) to the probability of a
random database I. Formally, a parfactor database over a schema S is a triple D = (K,Φ, w),
where K is a generalized TID, Φ is a finite set of integrity constraints, both over S, and
w : Φ→ (0,∞) is a weight function over Φ. The probability D(I) of a database I is defined
as follows.
D(I) def= 1
Z
× K(I) × exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
w(ϕ)× |V (ϕ, I)|

Recall that V (ϕ, I) the set of violations of ϕ in I. The number Z is a normalization factor
(also called the partition function) that normalizes the sum of probabilities to one:
Z
def=
∑
I
K(I) × exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
w(ϕ)× |V (ϕ, I)|

Observe that the above sum is over a countable domain, since we assume that every RK[i]
is discrete (hence, there are countably many random databases I). Since we normalize the
probability, it is not really necessarily for K to be normalized, as D would be a probability
distribution even if K is not normalized. In fact, in our analysis, we will not make the
assumption that K is normalized.
3 Probabilistic Unclean Databases
We introduce the Probabilistic Unclean Database (PUD) framework and describe examples of
PUD instantiations that correspond to data cleaning applications in the HoloClean system [34].
In our framework, a PUD consists of three components following a noisy-channel model:
(1) an intention model for generating clean databases, (2) a noisy realization model that
can distort the intended clean database, and (3) an observed unclean database. The formal
definition follows.
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(A) Schema,
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Figure 1 Overview of the PUD framework.
I Definition 1. Let S be a schema. A PUD (over S) is a triple U = (I,R, J?) where:
1. I is a probabilistic database, referred to as the intention model;
2. R, referred to as the realization model, is a function that maps each database I to a
probabilistic database RI ;
3. J? is a database referred to as the observed or unclean database.
I Example 2. Figure 1 illustrates a high-level example of the PUD framework. We use a
running example from business listings. Figure 1(A) depicts the schema S of the example.
The constraints include a primary key and a functional dependency. Figure 1(B) depicts
the unclean database generation process. Intention I outputs a valid database I with three
tuples. The realizer R takes as input this database I, injects the new tuple t4 and updates
the City value of tuple t2 from “Madison” to “Verona.” J
A PUD U = (I,R, J?) defines a probability distribution, denoted R◦I, over pairs (I, J).
Conditioning on J = J?, the PUD U also defines a probability distribution, denoted U?, over
intentions I (i.e., a probabilistic database). In the generative process of R◦I, we sample the
intention I from I, and then we sample J from the realization RI . Hence, the probability of
(I, J) is given by
R◦I (I, J) def= I(I) · RI(J) .
In the probabilistic database U?, the probability of each candidate intention I ′ is given by
U?(I ′) def= Pr(I,J)∼R◦I(I = I ′ | J = J?) = R◦I (I
′, J?)∑
I R◦I (I, J?)
that is, the probability conditioned on the random J being J?. For this distribution to be
well defined, we require J? to have a nonzero probability; that is, there exists I such that
R◦I (I, J?) > 0. Table 1 lists the main symbols in the framework, along with their meaning.
3.1 Example Instantiations of PUDs
Our definition of a PUD is abstract, and not associated with any specific representation model.
We now present concrete instantiations of PUD representations. These instantiations are
probabilistic generalizations of the (deterministic) concepts of subset repairs [2,32] and update
repair [23,30], respectively. More precisely, in both instantiations, the PUD U = (I,R, J?)
is such that I is represented as a parfactor database D (as defined in Section 2) and J? is
an ordinary database (as expected); the two differ in the representation of the realization
model R. In the first instantiation, R is allowed to introduce new random tuples (hence, the
intended database is a subset of the unclean one) and in the second, R is allowed to randomly
change tuples (hence, the intended database is an update of the unclean one). Formally, let
S be a schema.
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Intended Database
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Figure 2 Examples of a subset realizer and an update realizer.
A parfactor/subset PUD is a triple (D, τ, J?) where D is a parfactor database, τ maps every
identifier i ∈ ids(RD), where R ∈ S, to a discrete distribution τ [i] over tuples(R) ∪ {⊥},
and J? is an ordinary database. As usual, ⊥ means that no tuple is generated.
A parfactor/update PUD is a triple (D, κ, J?) where D is a parfactor database, κ maps
every identifier i ∈ ids(RD) and tuple t ∈ tuples(R), where R ∈ S, to a discrete
distribution κ[i, t] over tuples(R), and J? is an ordinary database.
In a parfactor/subset PUD U = (D, τ, J?), the probability R◦I (I, J) is then defined as
follows. If I is not a subset of J , then R◦I (I, J) = 0; otherwise:
R◦I (I, J) def= D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J)\
ids(I)
τ [i](J [i])×
∏
i∈ids(D)\
ids(J)
τ [i](⊥)
That is, R◦I (I, J) is the probability of I (i.e., D(I)), multiplied by the probability that
each new tuple of J is produced by τ (i.e., τ [i](J [i])), multiplied by the probability that each
tuple identifier i missing in J is indeed not produced (i.e., τ [i](⊥)).
In a parfactor/update PUD U = (D, κ, J?), the probability R◦I (I, J) is then defined as
follows. If I is not an update of J , then R◦I (I, J) = 0; otherwise:
R◦I (I, J) def= D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(I)
κ[i, I[i]](J [i])
That is, R◦I (I, J) is the probability of I (i.e., D(I)), multiplied by the probability that κ
changes each tuple I[i] to J [i] (i.e., κ[i, I[i]](J [i])).
I Example 3. Figure 2 shows the intended database from Example 2 and two unclean
versions obtained by a subset realizer and an update realizer. The subset realizer introduces
a duplicate, while the update realizer introduces two typos. These correspond to two types of
common errors in relational data. Our PUD framework can naturally model such cases. J
In Section 5, we discuss connections between these PUD instantiations and the determin-
istic models. Finally, in Section 6, we provide more concrete cases of PUD instantiations.
4 Computational Problems
We define three computational problems over PUDs that are motivated by the need to clean
and query unclean data, and learn the intention and realization models from observed data.
Data Cleaning Given a PUD (I,R, J?), we wish to compute a Most Likely Intention (MLI)
database I, given the observed unclean database J?. We refer to this problem as data
cleaning in PUDs.
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I Definition 4 (Cleaning). Let S be a schema and R a representation system for PUDs. The
problem (S,R)-cleaning is that of computing an MLI of a given PUD U = (I,R, J?), that
is, computing a database I such that the probability U?(I) is maximal (or, equivalently, the
probability R◦I (I, J?) is maximal).
Probabilistic query answering A PUD defines a probabilistic database—a probability
space over the intensions I. The problem of Probabilistic Query Answering (PQA) is that
of evaluating a query over this probabilistic database. We adopt the standard semantics
of query evaluation over probabilistic databases [13,39], where the confidence in an answer
tuple is its marginal probability.
I Definition 5 (PQA). Let S be a schema, Q a query over S, and R a representation system
for PUDs. The problem (S, Q,R)-PQA is the following. Given a PUD U and a tuple a,
compute the confidence of a, that is, the probability PrI∼U?(a ∈ Q(I)).
For now, we assume that both I and R are fully specified. We next define the problem
of learning models I and R using training (potentially labeled) data.
PUD learning For a PUD (I,R, J?), the models I and R are typically represented using
numeric parameters. For example, the parameters of a parfactor/subset PUD (D, τ, J?) are
those needed to represent D (e.g., the weights of the constraints), and the parameters that
define the distributions over the tuples in both D and τ . By a parametric intention we refer
to an intension model IΞ with a vector Ξ of uninitialized parameters, and by IΞ/c we denote
the actual intention model where Ξ is assigned the values in the vector c. Similarly, by a
parametric realization we refer to a realization model RΘ with a vector Θ of uninitialized
parameters, and by RΘ/d we denote the actual realization model where Θ is set to d.
Following the concept of maximum likelihood estimation, the goal in learning is to find
the parameters that best explain (i.e., maximize the probability) of the training examples.
In the supervised variant, we are given examples of both unclean databases and their clean
versions; in the unsupervised variant, we are given only unclean databases.
I Definition 6 (Learning). Let S be a schema, and R a representation system for parametric
intensions and realizations. In the following problems we are given, as part of the input, the
parametric intention and realization models IΞ and RΘ, respectively.
In the supervised (S,R)-learning problem, we are also given a collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 of
database pairs (intention-realization examples), and the goal is to find parameter values c
and d that maximize
∏n
j=1R◦I (Ij , Jj) for I = IΞ/c and R = RΘ/d.
In the unsupervised (S,R)-learning problem, we are also given a collection (Jj)nj=1 of
databases (realization examples), and the goal is to find parameter values c and d that
maximize
∏n
j=1R◦I (Jj) for I = IΞ/c and R = RΘ/d, where R◦I (Jj) is the marginal
probability of Jj, that is,
∑
I R◦I (I, Jj).
Note that the summation in the unsupervised variant is over the sample space of the
intention model I. While the reader might be concerned about the source of many examples
(Ij , Jj) and Jj in the phrasing of the learning problems, it is oftentimes the case that a single
large example (I, J) (or just J in the unsupervised variant) can be decomposed into many
smaller examples. This depends on the independence assumptions in the parametric models
IΞ and RΘ as we discuss in Section 6.1. In the next sections, we give preliminary results on
the introduced problems, focusing on parfactor/subset and parfactor/update PUDs.
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5 Cleaning and Querying Unclean Data
In this section, we draw connections between data cleaning in the PUD framework (MLIs)
and traditional minimum repairs. We also give preliminary results on the complexity of
cleaning. Finally, we draw a connection between probabilistic query answering and certain
answers.
5.1 Generalizing Minimum Repairs
We now show that the concept of an MLI in parfactor/subset PUDs generalizes the concept of
a minimum subset repair, and the concept of an MLI in parfactor/update PUDs generalizes
the concept of an optimal update repair. Minimum subset repairs correspond to MLIs of
PUDs with hard (or heavy) constraints. Minimum update repairs correspond to MLIs over
PUDs that assume both hard (or heavy) constraints and assumptions of independence among
the attributes. From the viewpoint of computational complexity, this means that finding
an exact MLI is not easier than finding a minimum repair, which is often computationally
hard [30]. Therefore, we should aim for approximation guarantees (which have clear semantics
in the probabilistic setting) if we wish to avoid restricting the generality of the input.
Subset repairs and parfactor/subset PUDs Recall that in parfactor/subset PUDs (as
defined in Section 3.1), every intention I with a nonzero probability is a subset of the
observed unclean database J?. In particular, every MLI is subset of J?. Our first result
relates cleaning in parfactor/subset PUDs to the traditional minimum subset (or cardinality)
repairs. This result states, intuitively, that the notion of an MLI in a parfactor/subset PUD
coincides with the notion of a minimum subset repair if the weight of the formulas is high
enough and the probability of introducing error is small enough.
I Theorem 7. Let (D, τ, J?) be a parfactor/subset PUD with D = (K,Φ, w). For i ∈ ids(J?),
assume that K[i](⊥) > 0 and τ [i](J?[i]) > 0, let q(i) = K[i](J?[i])/(K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i])), and
assume that q(i) ≥ 1. There is a number M such that if w(ϕ) > M for all ϕ ∈ Φ then the
following are equivalent for all I ⊆ J?:
1. I is an MLI.
2. I is a minimum subset repair of J? w.r.t. the weight function w(i) = log(q(i)).
Note that in the theorem, q(i) is the ratio between K[i](J?[i]), namely the probability that
K produces the ith tuple of J?, and K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i]), namely the probability that K does
not generate the ith tuple of J? but τ does.
Next, we draw a similar connection between minimum update repairs and MLIs of
parfactor/update PUDs.
Update repairs and parfactor/update PUDs We now turn our attention to update repairs.
Recall that in a parfactor/update PUD (defined in Section 3.1), the intended clean database
I is assumed to be an update of the observed unclean database J?. We establish a result
analogous to Theorem 7, stating conditions under which MLIs for parfactor/update PUDs
coincide with traditional minimum update repairs.
Let S be a schema, and let U = (D, κ, J?) be a parfactor/update PUD with D = (K,Φ, w).
We say that U is attribute independent if K and κ feature probabilistic independence among
the attributes. More precisely, if i ∈ RD for R ∈ S with sig(R) = (A1, . . . , Ak), then we
assume that K[i](a1, . . . , ak) can be written as K[i](a1, . . . , ak) =
∏k
j=1KAj [i](aj) and, for t =
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(b1, . . . , bk), that κ[i, t](a1, . . . , ak) can be written as κ[i, t](a1, . . . , ak) =
∏k
j=1 κAj [i, bj ](aj).
In particular, the choice of the value aj depends only on bj and not on other values bj′ .
The following theorem states that the concept of an MLI of a parfactor/update PUD
coincides with the concept of a minimum update repair when the PUD is attribute independent
and, moreover, the weight of the integrity constraints is high.
I Theorem 8. Let U = (D, τ, J?) be an attribute-independent parfactor/update PUD with
D = (K,Φ, w) such that U?(I) > 0 for at least one consistent update I of J?. There is a
number M such that if w(ϕ) > M for all ϕ ∈ Φ, then the following statements are equivalent
for all I ⊆ J?:
1. I is an MLI.
2. I is a minimum update repair w.r.t. the weight function
w(i.A, a) = − log(KA[i](a) · κA[i, a](J?[i].A)) .
Note that KA[i](a) · κA[i, a](J?[i].A) is the probability that a is produced by K for the cell
i.A, and that a is then changed to J?[i].A via κ. Also note that in the case where this
product is zero, we slightly abuse the notation by assuming that the weight is infinity.
5.2 Complexity of Cleaning with Key Constraints
We now present a complexity result on computing an MLI of a parfactor/subset PUD in
the presence of key constraints. The following theorem states that in the case of a single
key constraint per relation (which is the common setup, e.g., for the analysis of certain
query answering [3, 24,26]), an MLI can be found in polynomial time. Note that we do not
make any assumption about the parameters; in particular, it may be the case that an MLI
violates the key constraints since the constraints are weak. Regarding the representation of
the probability spaces K and τ , the only assumption we make is that, given a tuple t, the
probabilities K[i](t) and τ [i](t) can be computed in polynomial time.
I Theorem 9. Let (D, τ, J?) be a parfactor/subset PUD with D = (K,Φ, w). If Φ consists
of (at most) one key constraint per relation, and no relation of J? has duplicate tuples, then
an MLI can be computed in polynomial time.
It is left for future investigation to seek additional constraints (e.g., functional depen-
dencies) for which an MLI can be found in polynomial time. Note that Theorem 7 implies
that (under conventional complexity assumptions) we cannot generalize the polynomial-time
result to all sets of functional dependencies, since finding a minimum subset repair might be
computationally hard [30,32].
5.3 Probabilistic Query Answering
For probabilisitic query answering, we again focus on the parametric/subset PUDs, and now
we draw a connection to consistent query answering over the cardinality repairs. Recall that
a consistent answer for a query Q over an inconsistent database J is a tuple t that belongs
to Q(I) for every cardinality repair I of J .
Let S be a schema, J? a database, and Φ a set of integrity constraints. Let M = |ids(J?)|.
The uniform parfactor/subset PUD for J? and Φ with the parameters p and u, denoted
Up,u(J?,Φ) or just Up,u if J? and Φ are clear from the context, is the parfactor/subset PUD
(D, τ, J?) with D = (K,Φ, w) such that the following hold.
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For all R ∈ S we have ids(RK) = ids(RJ?) and K[i](x) = 1/M for every tuple identifier i
and argument x in RK ∪ {⊥}. The remaining mass (required to reaching 1) is given to
an arbitrary tuple outside of J?.
w(ϕ) = u for every ϕ ∈ Φ.
τ [i](⊥) = p, and τ [i](t) = (1− p)/M for every identifier i and tuple t in RK. Again, the
remaining mass is given to an arbitrary tuple outside of J?.
Observe that D is defined in such a way that every subset I of J? has the same prior
probability K(I), namely 1/M |J?|.
The following theorem states that, for Up,u, the consistent answers are precisely the
answers whose probability approaches one when all of the following hold: (1) the probability
of introducing error (i.e., 1− p) approaches zero; and (2) the weight of the weak constraints
(i.e., u) approaches infinity, that is, the constraints strengthen towards hardness.
I Theorem 10. Let J? be a database, Φ a set of integrity constraints, Q a query, and t a
tuple. The following are equivalent:
1. t is a consistent answer over the cardinality repairs.
2. limp−→1 limw−→∞ PrI∼U?p,u(t ∈ Q(I)) = 1.
Therefore, Theorem 10 sheds light on the role that the consistent answers have in probabilisitic
query answering over parfactor/subset PUDs.
6 Learning Probabilistic Unclean Databases
We now give preliminary results on PUD learning, focusing on parfactor/update PUDs. We
begin by describing the setup we consider in this section and the representation system R
we use to describe the parametric intention and realization models IΞ and RΘ.
6.1 Setup
To discuss the learning of parameters, we need to specify the actual parametric model we
assume. Let S be a schema, and let U = (D, κ, J?) be a parfactor/update PUD with D =
(K,Φ, w). Since we restrict the discussion to parfactor/update PUDs, we assume (without
loss of generality) that the identifiers in D are exactly those in J?, that is, ids(D) = ids(J?).
In our setup, K of D and κ of U are expressed in a parametric form that allows us to
define the parametric intention and realization models IΞ and RΘ as Gibbs distributions.
We refer to these as Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models, and define them as follows.
Parametric intention To specify K, we assume that for each relation symbol R ∈ S, the
probability K[i](t), with i ∈ ids(RD), is expressed in the form of an exponential distribution
K[i](t) = exp
(∑
f∈F wff(t)
)
where each f ∈ F is an arbitrary function (feature) over t,
and each weight wf is a real number.
For example, a feature f ∈ F may be a function that takes as input a tuple and returns
a value in {−1, 1}. An example feature f can state that f(t) = 1 if t[gender] = female and,
otherwise, f(t) = −1. Another example is f [t] = 1 if t[zip] starts with 53 and t[state] = WI,
and otherwise f [t] = −1. Additional examples of such features include the ones used in our
prior work on HoloClean [34] to capture the co-occurrence probability of attribute value
pairs. Each weight wf corresponds to a parameter of the model. An assignment to these
weights gives as a probability distribution, similarly to probabilistic graphical models [25].
The parameter vector Ξ of the parametric intention model IΞ consists of two sets of
parameters: the weights wf for each feature f ∈ F , and the weights w(ϕ), which we write as
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wϕ for uniformity of presentation, for each constraint ϕ ∈ Φ. Thus, the overall parametric
intention model IΞ is expressed as a parametric Gibbs distribution.
We will take a special interest in the case where the integrity constraints are unary, which
means that they have the form ∀x[γ(x)], where γ is quantifier free; hence, a unary constraint
is a statement about a single tuple. Examples of unary constraints are restricted cases of
conditional functional dependencies [7, 16]. An example of such a constraint can be “age
smaller than 10 cannot co-occur with a salary greater than $100k.”
Parametric realization We consider a parametric realization model that is similar to the
parametric intention model presented above, which is again a parametric Gibbs distribution.
For each relation symbol R ∈ S and every pair (t, t′) ∈ tuples(R)× tuples(R), the probability
κ[i, t](t′), with i ∈ ids(D), is expressed in the form of the Gibbs distribution κ[i, t](t′) =
1
Zκ(t) exp
(∑
g∈G wgg(t, t′)
)
, where G is the set of features, and each g is an arbitrary function
(feature) over (t, t′), each weight wg is a real number, and Zκ(t) is a normalization constant
defined as Zκ(t) =
∑
t′∈tuples(R) exp
(∑
g∈G wgg(t, t′)
)
. Hence, we get a parametric model
for the probability distribution κ.
As an example, a feature function g(t, t′) may capture spelling errors: g(t, t′) = 1 if t′[city]
can be obtained by deleting one character from t[city], and otherwise, g(t, t′) = −1. The
parameter vector Θ of the parametric realization model RΘ consists of the set of weights wg
for each feature g ∈ G.
Assumptions We make two assumption here. First, we assume that the attributes of all
relation symbols in S take values over a finite and given set. This means that for each relation
symbol R ∈ S, tuples(R) is also finite and given as input. Second, all features describing K
and κ can be computed efficiently, that is, in polynomial time in the size of the input.
Obtaining examples for learning For supervised learning, we require a training collection
(Ij , Jj)nj=1 and for unsupervised learning, a training collection (Jj)nj=1. We would like to
make the case that, oftentimes, a single large example can be broken down into many small
examples. Recall that in our setup (Gibbs parfactor/update PUDs), cross-tuple correlations
can be introduced only by the integrity constraints in Φ. Consider, for instance, the case
where all constraints in Φ are unary. Then, we get tuple-independent parfactor/update PUDs,
and each tuple identifier i can become an example database: (I[i], J [i]) in the supervised case,
and J [i] in the unsupervised case. For general constraints, cross-tuple correlations exist, and
each example (Ij , Jj) and (Jj) can be obtained by taking correlated groups of tuples from J?
by considering different values for the attributes participating in each constraint ϕ ∈ Φ. The
number of tuples contained in each example depends on the constraints. This is a standard
practice with parameterized probabilistic models as the ones we consider here [31].
6.2 Supervised Learning
We begin by considering supervised (S,R)-learning. All results presented in this section
build upon standard tools from statistical learning. We are given a collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 of
intention-realization examples, and the goal is to find parameter values c and d that maximize
the likelihood of pairs (Ij , Jj)nj=1, that is,
∏n
j=1R◦I (Ij , Jj) for I = IΞ/c and R = RΘ/d.
To facilitate the analysis, we write this objective function as a sum over terms by consid-
ering the negative log-likelihood l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) = − log
∏n
j=1R◦I (Ij , Jj) =
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−∑nj=1 logR◦I (Ij , Jj), and seek parameter values c and d that minimize it. For parfac-
tor/update PUDs we have that R◦I (I, J) = D(I)×∏i∈ids(I) κ[i, I[i]](J [i]) where D(I) =
K(I) × 1/Z × exp(−∑ϕ∈Φ w(ϕ) × |V (ϕ, I)|). For the Gibbs parfactor/update PUD, c
corresponds to an assignment of parameters wf describing K and parameters wϕ = w(ϕ) for
the constraints ϕ ∈ Φ. Similarly, d corresponds to an assignment of parameters wg describing
κ. We use Z(c) to denote the partition function Z under the parameters c. We have:
l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
log
K(Ij ; c) × exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ × |V (ϕ, Ij)|
+ n logZ(c)
−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
log (κ[i, I[i];d](Jj [i])) (1)
where K(Ij ; c) denotes that K is parametrized by c and κ[i, I[i];d] denotes that κ is
parametrized by d.
Our goal becomes to minimize the expression in (1). It is well-known from the ML
literature that there is no analytical solution to such minimization problems, and one needs
to use iterative gradient-based methods [25]. We investigate whether gradient-based methods
can indeed find a global minimum, and whether computing the gradient of this objective
during each iteration is tractable. For the first question, the answer is positive.
I Proposition 11. l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) is a convex function of (Ξ,Θ).
This proposition implies that the optimization objective for supervised learning has only global
optima. Hence, it is guaranteed that any gradient-based optimization method will converge
to a global optimum. Next, we study when the gradient of l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) with
respect to c and d can be computed efficiently.
To compute the gradient of l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1), one has to compute ∂∂cl logZ(c).
To compute this derivative a full inference step is required [25]. This is because computing
this gradient amounts to computing the expected value for each feature (corresponding to
each parameter cl) according to the distribution defined by c [25, Proposition 20.2]. However,
marginal inference is often #P-hard [18]. In our setup, the constraints in Φ correspond to
features, and it is not clear whether the gradient can be efficiently computable. In general,
one can still estimate the aforementioned gradient by using approximate inference methods
such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [9,38] or belief propagation [40]. While
effective in practice, these methods do not come with guarantees on the quality of the obtained
solution. Next, we focus on an instance of PUD learning where exact inference is tractable
(linear on tuples(R)), hence, we can compute the exact gradients of the aforementioned
optimization objective efficiently.
Tuple independence We focus on Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models where all constraints
in Φ are unary. Here, (Ij , Jj)nj=1 corresponds to a collection of n examples, each of which
having one tuple identifier. We use Ij [0] and Jj [0] to denote the tuples in the example (Ij , Jj).
In the Appendix, we show that the negative log-likelihood l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1)
factorizes as l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =
∑n
j=1 l
′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]), where each l′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) is
a convex function of Ξ and Θ (see Proposition 15 in the Appendix). Moreover, we show that
the gradient of each l′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) can be evaluated in time linear to tuples(R) where
R is the relation corresponding to the tuple identifier associated with example (Ij , Jj) (see
Proposition 16 in the Appendix). Hence, we get the following.
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I Theorem 12. Given a training collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 and a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD
model with unary constraints, the exact gradient of l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) can be
evaluated in O(n ·maxR∈S |tuples(R)|) time.
The above theorem implies that convex-optimization techniques such as stochastic gradient
descent [8] can be used to scale to large PUD learning instances (i.e., for large n).
A question that arises is about the number of examples (i.e., n) required to learn a PUD
model. To answer this question, we study the convergence of supervised (S,R)-learning
for Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints. For that, we view the
collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) examples, drawn
from a distribution that corresponds to a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model with unary
constraints and true parameters c? and d?. By the law of large numbers, the Maximum
Likelihood Estimates (MLE) c and d are guaranteed to converge to c? and d? in probability.
This means that for arbitrarily small  > 0 we have that P (|c − c?| > ) → 0 as n → ∞.
The same holds for d. Moreover, we show that the MLE c and d satisfy the property of
asymptotic normality [27]. Intuitively, asymptotic normality states that the estimator not
only converges to the unknown parameter, but it converges fast enough at a rate of 1/
√
n.
This implies that to achieve the error  for c and d, one only needs n = O(−2) training
examples.
I Theorem 13. Consider a training collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 drawn i.i.d. from a Gibbs parfac-
tor/update PUD model with unary constraints and true parameters c? and d?. The maximum
likelihood estimates c and d satisfy asymptotic normality, that is,
√
n (c− c?)→ N (0,Σ2c?) as n→∞ and √n (d− d?)→ N (0,Σ2d?) as n→∞
where Σ2c? and Σ2d? are the asymptotic variance of the estimates c and d.
Note that both the multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µ,Σ2) and the asymptotic variance
are defined in classic statistics literature [27].
6.3 Unsupervised Learning
We now present preliminary results for unsupervised (S,R)-learning. We are given a
training collection (Jj)nj=1 and seek to find c and d that minimize the negative log-likelihood
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Jj)nj=1) = −
∑n
j=1 log
∑
I R◦I (I, Jj). Again, there is no analytical solution
for finding optimal c and d. Hence, one needs to use iterative gradient-based approaches,
and again the questions of convexity and gradient computation arise. In the general case,
this function is not necessarily convex. Hence, gradient-based methods are not guaranteed to
converge to a global optimum. However, one can still solve the corresponding optimization
problem using non-convex optimization methods [6]. Nevertheless, we show next that when
realizers do not introduce too much error, we can establish guarantees.
Low-noise condition Consider a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model. We say that a PUD
defined by IΞ/c and RΘ/d satisfies the low-noise condition with probability p if the realizer
introduces an error with probability at most p. That is, for all intensions I and identifiers
i ∈ ids(I), it is the case that Pr(J [i] = I[i] | I) ≥ 1− p. We have the following.
I Theorem 14. Consider a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model where Ξ takes values from
a compact convex set. Given a training collection (Jj)nj=1, there exists a fixed probability
p > 0 such that, under the low-noise condition with probability p, the negative log-likelihood
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Jj)nj=1) is a convex function of Ξ.
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Hence, in certain cases, it is possible to find a global optimum of the overall negative
log-likelihood. For that, the low-noise condition should hold with probability p that is also
bounded, that is, it cannot be arbitrarily large. We can show that, if the low-noise condition
holds with probability p, it is indeed bounded for Gibbs parfactor/update PUDs with unary
constraints (see Proposition 19 in the Appendix). We then find a global optimum as follows.
We assume a simple parametric realization RΘ, that is, a model for which we can efficiently
perform grid search over the space of parameter values d. To find the global optimum for the
negative log-likelihood, we solve a series of convex optimization problems over Ξ for different
fixed Θ = d. For each of these problems, we are guaranteed to find a corresponding global
optimum c, and by performing a grid search we are guaranteed to find the overall global
optima c and d. This approach has been shown to converge for similar simple non-convex
problems [33,36].
Finally, similarly to supervised learning, the negative log-likelihood for fixed Θ = d
decomposes into a sum of convex losses over (Jj)ni=1 where each example Jj contains a
single tuple. We use Jj [0] to denote that tuple. We have that l(Ξ = c,Θ = d, (Jj)nj=1) =∑n
j=1 l
′(c,d; Jj [0]) where d is fixed. We show that the gradient of each l′(c,d; J [0]) can be
evaluated in polynomial time to tuples(R) where R is the relation corresponding to the tuple
identifier associated with the example (Jj).
It is left for future work to find sufficient conditions for p to be bounded for PUD models
with more general constraints, as well as the complexity and convergence aspects.
7 Concluding Remarks
Taking inspiration from our experience with the HoloClean system [34], we introduced the
concept of Probabilistic Unclean Databases (PUDs), a framework for unclean data that
follows a noisy channel approach to model how errors are introduced in data. We defined
three fundamental problems in the framework: cleaning, probabilistic query answering, and
PUD learning (parameter estimation). We introduced PUD instantiations that generalize the
deterministic concepts of subset repairs and update repairs, presented preliminary complexity,
convergence, and learnability results.
This paper opens up many research directions for future exploration. One is to investigate
the complexity of cleaning in more general configurations than the ones covered here.
Moreover, in cases where probabilistic cleaning is computationally hard, it is of natural
interest to find approximate repairs that have a probability (provably) close to the maximum.
Another direction is the complexity of probabilistic query answering and approximation
thereof, starting with the most basic constraints (e.g., primary keys) and queries (e.g.,
determine the marginal probability of a fact). Finally, an important direction is to devise
learning algorithms for cases beyond the ones we discussed here. In particular, it is of high
importance to understand when we can learn parameters without training data, based only
on the given dirty database, under more general noisy realization models than the ones
discussed in this paper.
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A Proofs
In this section, we provide proofs that are missing from the body of the paper.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 7
Theorem 7. Let (D, τ, J?) be a parfactor/subset PUD with D = (K,Φ, w). For i ∈ ids(J?),
assume that K[i](⊥) > 0 and τ [i](J?[i]) > 0, let q(i) = K[i](J?[i])/(K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i])), and
assume that q(i) ≥ 1. There is a number M such that if w(ϕ) > M for all ϕ ∈ Φ then the
following are equivalent for all I ⊆ J?:
1. I is an MLI.
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2. I is a minimum subset repair of J? w.r.t. the weight function w(i) = log(q(i)).
Proof. We analyze the probability of an MLI I. We have the following for all subsets I of
J?.
R◦I (I, J?) = D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ [i](J?[i])×
∏
i∈ids(D)\
ids(J?)
τ [i](⊥) ∼ D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ [i](J?[i]) (2)
The proportionality is due to the fact that the third factor in the first multiplication is the
same for all I. If wϕ is large enough for all ϕ ∈ Φ, then we can assume that every I that
satisfies Φ has a higher probability than every I that violates Φ. Observe that our integrity
constraints and assumption that K[i](⊥) > 0 and τ [i](J?[i]) > 0 implies that at least one
consistent intention has a nonzero probability—the empty database. Hence, we can assume
to begin with that the MLI I is selected from the subsets of J? that satisfy Φ, and therefore
D(I) ∼ K(I). Moreover, we have the following.
D(I) ∼ K(I) =
∏
i∈ids(I)
K[i](I[i])×
∏
i∈ids(K)\
ids(I)
K[i](⊥) ∼
∏
i∈I
K[i](I[i])×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
K[i](⊥) (3)
Here, the proportionality is due to the fact that we divide the probability by the same factor
for all I. From Equations (2) and (3), we conclude the following.
R◦I (I, J?) ∼
∏
i∈I
K[i](I[i])×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i])
=
∏
i∈I
K[i](I[i])
K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i]) ×
∏
i∈ids(J?)
K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i]) (4)
∼
∏
i∈I
K[i](I[i])
K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i]) =
∏
i∈I
K[i](J?[i])
K[i](⊥) · τ [i](J?[i]) =
∏
i∈I
q(i) (5)
Again, the last proportionality is due to the fact that the right factor in (4) is the same
for all I. The second equality in (5) is due to the fact that I is a subset of J?, and so,
I[i] = J?[i] for all i ∈ ids(I). Hence, I is a most likely repair if and only if I satisfies Φ and
maximizes (5), which is the same as maximizing the sum
∑
i∈ids(I) log q(i), as claimed. J
A.2 Proof of Theorem 8
Theorem 8. Let U = (D, τ, J?) be an attribute-independent parfactor/update PUD with
D = (K,Φ, w) such that U?(I) > 0 for at least one consistent update I of J?. There is a
number M such that if w(ϕ) > M for all ϕ ∈ Φ, then the following statements are equivalent
for all I ⊆ J?:
1. I is an MLI.
2. I is a minimum update repair w.r.t. the weight function
w(i.A, a) = − log(KA[i](a) · κA[i, a](J?[i].A)) .
Proof. Since we consider only updates I of J?, we can ignore all of the tuples i ∈ ids(D)\J?.
Hence, we have the following.
R◦I (I, J?) = D(I)×
∏
i.A∈cells(J?)
κA[i, I[i].A](J?[i].A) (6)
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If wϕ is large enough for all ϕ ∈ Φ, then we can assume that every I that satisfies Φ has
a higher probability than every I that violates Φ. Hence, due to our assumption that at
least one consistent update has a nonzero probability, we can assume to begin with that the
MLI I is selected from the subsets of J? that satisfy Φ, and therefore D(I) ∼ K(I). Hence,
from (6) we conclude the following.
R◦I (I, J?) ∼
∏
i∈ids(I)
K[i](I[i])×
∏
i.A∈cells(J?)
κA[i, I[i].A](J?[i].A)
=
∏
i.A∈cells(J?)
KA[i](I[i].A) · κA[i, I[i].A](J?[i].A) (7)
The last equation is due to the fact that I is an update of J? and that U is an attribute-
independent parfactor/update PUD. Hence, maximizing the probability of I amounts to
minimizing the weight function w(i.A, a) = − log(KA[i](a) · κA[i, a](J?[i].A)). J
A.3 Proof of Theorem 9
Theorem 9. Let (D, τ, J?) be a parfactor/subset PUD with D = (K,Φ, w). If Φ consists of
(at most) one key constraint per relation, and no relation of J? has duplicate tuples, then an
MLI can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Our goal is to compute a subset I of J? that maximizes R◦I (I, J?). As argued in
the proof of Theorem 7, we can ignore tuple identifiers not in ids(J?). By a block of J? we
refer to the (maximal) set of tuples of J? that share a key value in a single relation. By
our assumption, every block of more than a single tuple is a violation of the corresponding
key constraint. With a straightforward spelling out of R◦I (I, J?) we can observe that this
probability factorizes across the blocks of J? and their corresponding subsets in I, due to
probabilistic independence between blocks. In particular, it suffices to find an MLI for each
block separately, and take the union of the MLIs as our solution I. Therefore, we can assume
that J? has a single block; that is, all the tuples in J? belong to the same relation, and all of
them share the same key.
We denote our single key constraint by ϕ. Recall that w(ϕ) is the weight of ϕ in D,
and that V (ϕ, I) the set of violations of ϕ in I. From our assumptions it follows that
|V (ϕ, I)| = |I| · (|I| − 1). We conclude the following.
R◦I (I, J?) = D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ(J?[i])
=
∏
i∈ids(I)
K(I[i])× exp(−w(ϕ) · |I| · (|I| − 1))×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ(J?[i])
=
∏
i∈ids(I)
K(I[i])
τ(J?[i]) × exp(−w(ϕ) · |I| · (|I| − 1))×
∏
i∈ids(J?)
τ(J?[i])
∼
∏
i∈ids(I)
K(I[i])
τ(J?[i]) × exp(−w(ϕ) · |I| · (|I| − 1))
=
∏
i∈ids(I)
K(J?[i])
τ(J?[i]) × exp(−w(ϕ) · |I| · (|I| − 1))
The last equality is due to the fact that I is a subset of J?, and therefore, I[i] = J?[i]. Denote
q(i) = K(J?[i])/τ(J?[i]). In order to find a subset I of J? that maximizes R◦I (I, J?), we
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can consider every size ` = 0, . . . , |J?| of I and find a subset I` with |I`| = ` that maximizes
the product
∏
i∈I` q(i). Then, we take the I` with the maximal
∏
i∈I` q(i) exp(−w(ϕ)`(`−1)).
In turn, to find I` it suffices to select ` tuple identifiers i with the maximal q(i). J
A.4 Proof of Theorem 10
Theorem 10. Let J? be a database, Φ a set of integrity constraints, Q a query, and t a
tuple. The following are equivalent:
1. t is a consistent answer over the cardinality repairs.
2. limp−→1 limw−→∞ PrI∼U?p,u(t ∈ Q(I)) = 1.
Proof. Recall the definition of the unnormalized probability R◦I (I, J?) of I.
R◦I (I, J?) = D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ [i](J?[i])×
∏
i∈ids(D)\
ids(J?)
τ [i](⊥) ∼ D(I)×
∏
i∈ids(J?)\
ids(I)
τ [i](J?[i])
We make the following observations.
For any constant p, as u −→∞ the mass of D concentrates on the databases consistent
subsets of J? (i.e., the ones that satisfy Φ), or, in other words, as u −→∞ the probability
that I satisfies Φ approaches 1.
Since τ assigns the same probability to every tuple, we can write R◦I (I, J?) ∼ D(I) ·
C |J
?\I| for some C ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, as p approaches 1, the constant C approaches 0.
From our definition of D and K it follows that every consistent subset has the same
probability in D (i.e., D(I) = D(I ′) whenever I and I ′ are consistent subsets of J?).
We conclude that if I is cardinality repair and I ′ is any subset that is not a cardinality repair
(i.e., inconsistent or not maximal in cardinality), then the ratio between R◦I (I, J?) and
R◦I (I ′, J?), and so the ratio between the probabilities U?(I) and U?(I ′), approaches infinity
as p approaches 1.
We conclude that the total probability of the cardinality repairs approaches 1 as p
approaches 1, and all cardinality repairs have the same probability. In particular, if t is
a consistent answer, then its probability approaches 1. Conversely, if t is not a consistent
answer, then there is a contant portion of the probability that is missing for every p—this is
the probability of a cardinality repair I in which t /∈ Q(I). J
A.5 Proof of Proposition 11
Proposition 11. l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) is a convex function of (Ξ,Θ).
Proof. The negative log-likelihood is:
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
log
K(Ij ; c) × exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ × |V (ϕ, Ij)|

+ n logZ(c)
−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
log (κ[i, Ij [i]; d](Jj [i]))
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Additionally we have that:
K(I) =
∏
i∈ids(I)
K[i](I[i]) =
∏
i∈ids(I)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])

and
κ[i, I[i]](J [i]) = 1
Zκ(I[i])
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(I[i], J [i])

.
Replacing these to l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) we have:
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
log
 ∏
i∈ids(Ij)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [i])

+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij)|
+ n logZ(c)
−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
log
 1
Zκ(Ij [i])
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], Jj [i])

or
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈idsIj
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [i])

+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij)|
+ n logZ(c)
−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], Jj [i])− logZκ(Ij [i])

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or
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈idsIj
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [i])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij)|
+ n log
∑
I
exp
 ∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])

+ n log
∑
I
exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, I)|

−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], Jj [i])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
log
 ∑
t′∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], t′)

where Ri denotes the relation symbol R ∈ S associated with tuple identifier i. Now, recall
that vector Ξ contains all weights wf and wϕ while vector Θ contains all weights wg. We
have that the negative log-likelihood is a convex function of Ξ as it corresponds to the sum of
LogSumExp functions—those components corresponding to partition functions—with affine
functions, which is well-known to be convex [8]. Similarly for Θ. J
A.6 Proof of Theorem 12
Before we prove Theorem 12, we prove two necessary propositions. Recall that we consider
Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints. Here, (Ij , Jj)nj=1 is a collection
of n i.i.d. examples each of which is associated with one tuple identifier. We use Ij [0] and
Jj [0] to denote the tuples in example (Ij , Jj).
First, we show that for Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints the
negative log-likelihood l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) can be written as l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =∑n
j=1 l
′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]), where each l′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) is a convex function of Ξ and Θ.
Recall that We have:
I Proposition 15. Given a collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 of intention-realization examples and a
Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model with unary constraints we have that l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =∑n
j=1 l
′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]), where each l′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) is a convex function of Ξ and Θ.
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Proof. From the proof of Proposition 11 we have that negative log-likelihood is:
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈idsIj
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [i])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij)|
+ n log
∑
I
exp
 ∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])

+ n log
∑
I
exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, I)|

−
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], Jj [i])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
i∈ids(Ij)
log
 ∑
t′∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [i], t′)

where Ri denotes the relation symbol R ∈ S associated with tuple identifier i. Given that
each example (Ij , Jj) corresponds to one tuple identifier we have that:
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [0])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij [0])|
+ n log
∑
I
exp
 ∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])

+ n log
∑
I
exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, I)|

−
n∑
j=1
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], Jj [0])
+
n∑
j=1
log
 ∑
t′∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], t′)

The only components that do not immediately decompose over individual tuple identifiers are
log
(∑
I exp
(∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F wff(I[i])
))
and log
(∑
I exp
(
−∑ϕ∈Φ wϕ|V (ϕ, I)|)). We
next show that for Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints both can be
decomposed into a sum over terms that are defined over individual identifiers.
For the first term we have: By sum separation we have that:
∑
I
exp
 ∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])
 = ∏
i∈ids(D)
∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(t)
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Hence
log
∑
I
exp
 ∑
i∈ids(I)
∑
f∈F
wff(I[i])
 = log
 ∏
i∈ids(D)
∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(t)

=
∑
i∈ids(D)
log
 ∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(t)

For the second term we have: Since we focus on unary constraints, each formula
ϕ ∈ Φ has only one free variable. Therefore, we can let grd(i, ϕ) denote that formula
grounded with tuple identifier i ∈ ids(D), and rewrite our expression as logZ(c) =
log
(∑
I exp
(
−∑ϕ∈Φ∑ i∈ids(I)
I|=grd(i,ϕ)
wϕ
))
. However, it holds that I |= grd(i, ϕ) if and
only if I[i] |= grd(i, ϕ). From this we have that log
(∑
I exp
(
−∑ϕ∈Φ∑ i∈ids(I)
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
wϕ
))
.
Now, if we look at the argument of the above logarithm more closely, we notice that the
body of the sum can be factored in terms of expressions that only depend on I[i]. It follows
by sum separation that:
∑
I
exp
−∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
i∈ids(I)
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
wϕ
 = ∏
i∈ids(D)
∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
−wϕ
From this we have that:
log
 ∏
i∈ids(D)
∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
−wϕ

=
∑
i∈ids(D)
log
 ∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
−wϕ

Based on our discussion in Section 6.1, we have that for Gibbs parfactor/update PUD
models with unary constraints one can assume without loss of generality that the set of tuple
identifiers in ids(D) is exactly those present in the training examples (Ij , Jj)nj=1. Given all
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the above we can rewrite the negative log-likelihood as:
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =−
n∑
j=1
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [0])
+
n∑
j=1
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij [0])|
+
n∑
j=1
log
 ∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(t)

+
n∑
j=1
log
 ∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
−wϕ

−
n∑
j=1
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], Jj [0])
+
n∑
j=1
log
 ∑
t′∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], t′)

Eventually we have that:
l′(Ξ = c,Θ = d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) =−
∑
f∈F
wff(Ij [0]) +
∑
ϕ∈Φ
wϕ|V (ϕ, Ij [0])|
−
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], Jj [0])
+ log
 ∑
t∈tuples(Ri)
exp
∑
f∈F
wff(t)

+ log
 ∑
t∈tuples(R)
exp
∑
ϕ∈Φ
∑
I[i]|=grd(i,ϕ)
−wϕ

+ log
 ∑
t′∈tuples(R)
exp
∑
g∈G
wgg(Ij [0], t′)

where R denotes the relation symbol R ∈ S associated with the tuple identifier in Ij [0].
Function l′(Ξ = c,Θ = d; Ij [0], Jj [0] is convex over Ξ and Θ as it corresponds to the sum
of LogSumExp functions with affine functions. J
Second we show that:
I Proposition 16. The gradient of l′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) with respect to Ξ and Θ can be
evaluated in time linear to tuples(R) where R is the relation corresponding to the tuple
identifier associated with example (Ij , Jj).
Proof. To compute the gradient of l′(Ξ = c,Θ = d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) we need to compute the
partial derivatives with respect to each parameter wf , wϕ and wg. It is trivial to see that
to compute these partial derivates for the first three terms of l′(Ξ = c,Θ = d; Ij [0], Jj [0])
one must evaluate each feature function f , g and V (ϕ, ·). All of these functions are assumed
to be efficiently computable. It is also trivial to see that to compute the partial derivate of
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each LogSumExp term of l′(Ξ = c,Θ = d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) one needs to iterate over all tuples
t ∈ tuples(R) as the expression inside the logarithm appear in the denominator of the each
partial derivative. Hence, the time required to compute the gradient for l′(Ξ = c,Θ =
d; Ij [0], Jj [0]) is O(tuples(R)). J
Theorem 12. Given a training collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 and a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD
model with unary constraints, the exact gradient of l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) can be
evaluated in O(n ·maxR∈S |tuples(R)|) time.
Proof. We have that l(c,d; (Ij , Jj)nj=1) =
∑n
j=1 l
′(c,d; Ij [0], Jj [0]). To compute the overall
gradient of l we need to compute the gradient of each function l′. Hence, the overall
complexity is O(n ·maxR∈S |tuples(R)|). J
A.7 Proof of Theorem 13
Before we present the proof for this theorem we discuss some notation that we use for
convenience and we also discuss the tools used to prove asymptotic normality.
First, we switch to matrix notation to denote the Gibbs parametric intention and
realization models IΞ and RΘ. It is a simple exercise to show that that parametric models
introduced in Section 6.1 can be written as IΞ(I) = 1ZI exp(ΞT · uI(I) and RΘ(J |I) =1
ZR(I) exp(Θ
T · uR(I, J) where uI(·) is a vector function that corresponds to the features
characterizing IΞ and uR(·) is a vector function that corresponds to the features characterizing
RΘ. These models correspond to the standard exponential family [41].
Vector functions uI(·) and uR(·) can also be represented as matrices uI : R|Ω|×dI and
uR : R|Ω|×dR where Ω is the sample space of our PUD (e.g., if we had a single relation R
that would be tuples(R)), dI is the number of features describing IΞ, and dR is the number
of features describing RΘ.
Second, we introduce the notion of Fisher information of the available training data [27].
The Fisher information determines the amount of information that observed database
instances carry about the unknown parameters Ξ and Θ. Intuitively, Fisher information can
be interpreted as a measure of how quickly the distribution density will change when we
slightly change a parameter in θ near the optimal θ∗.
Next, we define the Fisher information of a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD:
I Definition 17. The intention’s Fisher information of a Markov parametric PUD is:
I(Ξ) = CovI∼IΞ [uI(I)] .
Similarly, the realizer’s Fisher information of a parametric PUD is:
I(Θ) = EI∼IΞ
[
CovJ∼RΘ(·|I) [uR(J |I)]
]
.
For general parameter learning, the Fisher information matrices can be singular, i.e., our
observations carry no information about the parameters in some direction. Two conditions
that lead to singular Fisher information matrices are: (1) the parameters of our PUD model
are redundant (e.g., we can have the same formula listed twice with different weights) or (2)
there is a parameter in our PUD model that has no effect on the distribution (e.g., we have
a parameter associated with a formula that always evaluates to true). Notice that both cases
described above correspond to misspecified parametric PUD models.
We now show that for any Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model the Fisher information
matrices are positive definite, thus, not singular. Given that the Fisher information matrices
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are not singular, and thus invertible, we show the asymptotic normality of the MLE estimates
Ξ and Θ for tuple independent MLD/update PUDs.
I Lemma 18. For any PUD, if matrix uI is always full-rank, and similarly for uR, and all
parameters (Ξ,Θ) are finite, then
I(Ξ)  0 and I(Θ)  0.
That is that I)(Ξ) and I(Θ) are positive definite and thus invertible.
Proof. For the intention model, the Fisher information is the covariance of uI(I). The only
way this matrix could be singular is if there is some unit vector φ such that
VarI∼IΞ [φTuI(I)] = 0.
This, in turn, will only happen if φTuI(I) is constant across all I on which IΞ is supported.
Since Ξ is finite, IΞ is supported everywhere on Ω. This means that if we define u¯I as
u¯I(I) = uI(I)− φφTuI(I),
then u¯I(I) will also be a sufficient statistics function for the same PUD. But, u¯I(I) is rank
deficient, because φT u¯I = 0. But this cannot happen, since we supposed that any sufficient
statistics matrix would be full rank. Therefore, the Fisher information is positive definite,
which is what we wanted to prove. J
Given that the Fisher information matrices are invertible we can now proceed to show
asymptotic normality. Before we proceed with our theorem, recall that since we consider
Gibbs parfactor/update PUDs with unary constraints each example (Ij , Jj) in the collection
of training examples (Ij , Jj)nj=1) corresponds to an independent single-tuple database example.
In the theorem below, we use quantities I1(Ξ∗) and I1(Θ∗) to denote the Fisher information
of a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model over a single-tuple database. We have for asymptotic
normality:
Theorem 13. Consider a training collection (Ij , Jj)nj=1 drawn i.i.d. from a Gibbs
parfactor/update PUD model with unary constraints and true parameters c? and d?. The
maximum likelihood estimates c and d satisfy asymptotic normality, that is,
√
n (c− c?)→ N (0,Σ2c?) as n→∞ and √n (d− d?)→ N (0,Σ2d?) as n→∞
where Σ2c? and Σ2d? are the asymptotic variance of the estimates c and d.
Proof. We will prove this by the standard proof technique that is used to prove asymptotic
normality. The gradient of the negative log-likelihood of an exponential family model with
features u and parameters θ is:
∇f(θ) = −∇θ log
(
exp(θTu(x))∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))
)
= −u(x) +
∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))u(y)∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))
= −u(x) +Ey∼piθ [u(y)]
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and the Hessian (the matrix that corresponds to the second-order partial derivatives) is
∇2f(θ) =
∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))u(y)u(y)T∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))
−∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))u(y)∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))
·
∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))u(y)T∑
y∈Ω exp(θTu(y))
= Ex∼piθ
[
u(x)u(x)T
]−Ex∼piθ [u(x)]Ex∼piθ [u(x)]T = Covx∼piθ [u(x)] .
In the limit, we have that the gradient at the true parameter values is, for training examples
x1, . . . , xn,
∇f(θ) = Ey∼piθ [u(y)]−
1
n
n∑
i=1
u(xi).
By a Taylor expansion, we expand the negative log-likelihood about the true parameters θ?
and obtain that:
∇f(θ) = H(θ − θ∗).
From the above and Lemma 18, which states that the Fisher information is positive definite
and thus invertible, it follows that
θ − θ∗ = I(θ)−1
(
Ey∼piθ [u(y)]−
1
n
n∑
i=1
u(xi).
)
=
(
Covx∼piθ
[
u(x)
])−1(
Ey∼piθ
[
u(y)
]
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
u(xi).
)
where I(θ) = Covx∼piθ [u(x)] is the Fisher information of the model for x. This has expected
value 0, and covariance
Cov [θ − θ∗] = 1
n
Covx∼piθ [u(x)]
−1
.
If we plug in our Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model to the above we have for the intention
model:
Cov[Ξ− Ξ?] = 1
n
CovI∼IΞ [uI(I)]
−1
Therefore:
Cov[Ξ− Ξ?] = 1
n
I1(Ξ?)−1 as n→∞.
For a conditional exponential family distribution, we have:
pi(X|I) = exp(θ
Tu(X|I))∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))
.
The gradient of the negative log-likelihood is
∇θ − log pi(X|I) = −u(X|I) +
∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))u(Y |I)∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))
= −u(X|I) +EY∼pi(·|I) [u(Y |I)] .
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The Hessian is
∇2θ − log pi(X|I) =
∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))u(Y |I)u(Y |I)T∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))
−
(∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))u(Y |I)∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))
)(∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))u(Y |I)∑
Y exp(θTu(Y |I))
)T
= CovY∼pi(·|I) [u(Y |I)] .
In expectation over I, this will be
∇2f(θ) = EI
[
CovY∼pi(·|I) [u(Y |I)]
]
.
This leaves us with a typical gradient of using samples
∇f(θ) = 1
n
n∑
k=1
(
EY∼pi(·|Ik) [u(Y |Ik)]− u(Xk|Ik)
)
.
This will have expected value 0, and covariance
Cov [∇f(θ)] = Cov
[
1
n
n∑
k=1
(
EY∼pi(·|Ik) [u(Y |Ik)]− u(Xk|Ik)
)]
= 1
n
Cov
[
EY∼pi(·|I1) [u(Y |I1)]− u(X1|I1)
]
= 1
n
EI1
[
CovX1
[
EY∼pi(·|I1) [u(Y |I1)]− u(X1|I1)
]]
= 1
n
EI1 [CovX1 [u(X1|I1)]] .
So in this setting,
Cov [θ − θ∗] = 1
n
Ez
[
Covx∼piθ [u(x|z)]−1
]
.
If we plug in our Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model to the above we have for the realizer
model:
Cov[Θ−Θ?] = 1
n
EI∼IΞCovJ∼RΘ(·|I) [uR(J |I)]−1
Therefore:
Cov[Θ−Θ?] = 1
n
I1(Θ?)−1 as n→∞.
This concludes the proof. J
A.8 Proof of Theorem 14
For convenience we use the notation introduced at the beginning of Section A.7. We continue
with our proof.
Theorem 14. Consider a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model where Ξ takes values from
a compact convex set. Given a training collection (Jj)nj=1, there exists a fixed probability
p > 0 such that, under the low-noise condition with probability p, the negative log-likelihood
l(Ξ = c,Θ = d; (Jj)nj=1) is a convex function of Ξ.
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Proof. Based on the discussion in Section 6.1, we have that (Jj)nj=1 = J∗. Given this, the
negative log-likelihood with respect to Ξ is:
l(Ξ) = − log
(∑
I∈Ω
IΞ(I) · RΘ(J?|I)
)
= − log
(∑
I∈Ω
exp(ΞTuI(I))∑
J∈Ω exp(ΘTuI(J))
· RΘ(J?|I)
)
.
The gradient of this is
∇f(Ξ) =
∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J)) · uI(J)∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J))
−
∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I)uI(I)∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I)
and the Hessian is
∇2f(Ξ) =
∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J)) · uI(J) · uI(J)∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J))
−
(∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J)) · uI(J)∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J))
)(∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J)) · uI(J)∑
J∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(J))
)T
−
∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I) · uI(I) · uI(I)∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I)
+
(∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I) · uI(I) · uI(I)∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I)
)
(∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I) · uI(I) · uI(I)∑
I∈Ω exp(ΞTuI(I)) · RΘ(J?|I)
)T
= Cov[uI(I)]−Cov[uI(I)|J?].
By the argument in Lemma 18, we know that Cov[uI(I)]  0 on all Ξ. It follows by
continuity that there exists a δ such that on Ξ, Cov[uI(I)]  δI where I is the identity
matrix. On the other hand, if we have a RΘ(J?|I) such that for each tuple identifier i ∈ I
I[i] = J?[i] with probability at least 1− p, then
Cov[uI(I)|J?]  pmax
J∈Ω
‖uI(J)‖2.
It follows that we can choose a p small enough that the Hessian is always positive definite on
Ξ, which means f is convex. This completes the proof. J
Notice that for the Hessian to be positive definite it must be that p·maxJ∈Ω ‖uI(J)‖2 ≺ δI
which in turn means that the value of p depends on the maximum value of features uI when
computed over J . This means that probability p might not be bounded. In Section 6.3,
we discuss methods for solving the unsupervised version of PUD learning. These methods
require that p is bounded.
Based on the analysis for the above theorem, we show that p is bounded for Gibbs
parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints. We have the following proposition:
I Proposition 19. Given a Gibbs parfactor/update PUD model with unary constraints for
which the low noise condition holds, then we have for probability p that p · ‖C‖2 < δ where
C = maxR∈S,t∈tuples(R),f∈F,ϕ∈Φ(f(t), V (φ, t)) and δ is a constant with δ > 0.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 14 we have that when the noise condition holds it must
be that:
p ·max
J∈Ω
‖uI(J)‖2 ≺ δI
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It is easy to see that in the case of Gibbs parfactor/update PUD models with unary constraints
the maximum value for ‖uI(J)‖2 for any J scales independently of the number of tuple
identifiers in ids(D) and depends only on the features of distribution K for the intention
model IΞ. J
